WHERE WILL YOU GO?
LOST IS THE NEW FOUND. THE ALL-NEW 2017 COMPASS PRESENTS A CAPTIVATING PERSPECTIVE ON AUTHENTIC CAPABILITY. WITH ITS HEAD-TURNING DESIGN, RIGHT-SIZED LUXURY AND INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY, COMPASS TRAVELS ITS OWN DISTINCTIVE PATH. WHERE CAN YOU GO FROM HERE? THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE: EVERYWHERE.
LIMITED FROM EVERY DIRECTION, COMPASS LIMITED RADIATES CONTEMPORARY STYLE AND A SLEEK, UPScale ATTITUDE. YOU’LL TURN HEADS WITH ITS FLUID LINES AND UNIQUE, WELL-APPOINTED INTERIOR. A STANDARD, BLACK-PAINTED ROOF AND AN INFUSION OF PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY PUT LIMITED ON A SOPHISTICATED COURSE THAT FEW OTHERS DARE TO FOLLOW.
EXPLORE THE WIDE WORLD WITH CONFIDENCE. BACKED BY LEGENDARY JEEP® BRAND 4x4 CAPABILITY, THE TRAIL RATED® TRAILHAWK® EMPOWERS YOU TO REACH YOUR DESTINATION OVER VIRTUALLY ANY TERRAIN ENCOUNTERED. ALL ALONG THE WAY, YOU’RE ACCOMPANIED BY A LONG LIST OF CREATURE COMFORTS, AS WELL AS OVER 70 STANDARD AND AVAILABLE SAFETY AND SECURITY FEATURES.